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There are in the Australian Hellenic community that support the ideologies of the
extremist groups. They are all extremists. The sooner you realise that better. The more
publicity you give these extremist the more power they obtain. Some and only some of
the policies of the extremist groups are worth believing. the most of it is utter garbage.
It’s one thing to be a nationalistic and proud of Hellas and another to drag the nation
down based on extremist views of what is best for Hellas. As for me I am proud of my
Hellenic origins, but that does not mean that I will go out and disgrace my land of birth.
If anyone wants to make a valid comment. Let it be in the absence of emotion immaturity
and have a debate based on what is in the best of interest of Hellas. As a Hellenic born
Aussie, I have had a gut full of all the bullshit artists who espouse their extremist view.
I for one have no time for extremist groups of any type, left or right as they are tarred
with the same brush. They are an intolerant lot the lot of them and all bent in trying to
force you to their ideology without allowing an individual to make his or her own choices.
It will be of interest to find out who in our Australian Hellenic society consider themselves
an extremists as a nationalist, communist, right wing left wing, centralist, democrat,
conservative and whatever party they sympathize with. The bottom line is that like all
other issues confronting Hellas, we who live in the Diaspora have no right to dictate to
Hellas what path or journey she decides to take.
We as Australians can support Hellas efforts to get back on track, but not take an active
part that will divide a nation that is struggling to get back on its feet. So take a step back
and see what you can do to assist rather that big note yourselves like the sheep in
wolves clothing some are.
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